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IMASURIENTS OF THE OUT-O-PLAM DISPLACE T Or AN AXIALLY LOADED

CRACKED METAL SUT 1TH A CFRP REPAIR PATCH

by

R. M. J. Kop

SNMART

An adhesively bonded carbon fibre reinforced plastic (CFRP) repair patch

situated centrally on one face of a 1.6m thick sheet test piece of aluminium

alloy 7475-T761 containing a central fatigue crack caused an out-of-plane dis-
placement when the teat piece was loaded in tension normal to the crack length.

Out-of-plane displacements for two crack lengths (2a - 75 - and 2a - 94 am)
were measured using a dial gauge The magnitude of the displacement depended
upon crack length and was a nonlinear function of applied load. A greater dis-

placement per load increment occurred at low loads and there was a tendency

towards a limiting value at high loads. A moird shadow technique was also used
to measure displacements and the results agreed wall with dial gauge measurements.

Ultrasonic C-scan images revealed an adhesive debond region near the crack

line at the centre of a crack of length 2a - 94 m. This debond is thought to be

the reason for a disparity observed between displacer~nt measurements on the 0
patched and unpatched surfaces of the test piece. JUtti C leto___
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I INTROUCTION

A technique for the repair of a fatigue-cracked metal sheet using an adhesively
bonded patch of CIP laminate bas been reported previously 1, and a comprehensive reviev
of repair patching has been published2 .

During the course of earlier work Iusing .Gm thick aluminium, alloy sheet, an out-
of-plane displacement or 'neutral axis offset' me observed caused by the asymmetric
loading arrangement of a singe patch on one face of the cracked sheet. Other workers
have subsequently reported a similar obaervatiom394. The patching of one face of a
cracka" panel rather then beth faces is envisaged to be an often encountered situation
in the practical application of repair patching, eq where only one face of a cracked
panel is accessible for repair. Since so quastitative data on the neutral axis offset
were available. sasauramnta of displacmnt were amde an en alumwnium alloy sheet
patched on -o side. Parameters studied Included the gross epplied stream, the crack
length, an the Integrity of the patch to panel adhesive bond.

2 3EMMDNMAL DETAILS

2.2 hktarials

A J.62 thick sheet of 'clad alumWas~ alloy 7475-T761 me sed. The cladding
thickness we 0.23 t 0.03 mis. The ISOM wide by 380= loes penel test piece contained
a central spark-Mchimed crack starter slot 10= -K 0.5me& The panl was designated 3/19.

The carbon fibe reinforced plastic (ClI) laweate patch was smide free a five-
shaft satin Cloth weven fromt Cosrtaulds UbS carbon fibre. 1.2 deaier filament in tows of
3000 fibres. The cloth me Impregnated with a solution of epozy-hardened, hot setting
Maidel.Crafta resin, Wyick 237. After air drying the plis ware bet moulded at a
temerature of 433 K =An pressure of 3 We to produce a tonrsply Lawnete with a 0. 90P
lay-up. The mechanical properties of the lawaaceo m detelmined from a tootpiece 10 me
wide by J63 = long with UoMde alodiwnim ead plates of dimensions 10m x 50= a I .25m.
The free length of tootpiece between the end plates me 5 me. At a loading rate of
0.02 me/win on a 20 = gauge length, the tensile Towng's medulus (9) we determined as
63.3 We. ?be repair patch was 1.02 me in thickess and measured 102.4= u 3.m

prior, -to patching. a fatigue crack us Eew in the penel - dI a constant empli-
tude sinusoidal. loading meveform at a frequency of JO Is. Tb. mexnum gross fatigue
stress was 00 Ma and the 3-ratio Coa/usx stress) ms 0.1. The lead amlitude was
constant C5.K Increasing) and the fatigue crack was Vow to a length of Ia - 73 sm.
(2a/29 - 0.3).

The repair patch was bonded to the alutnim alloy panel using "1so 9309 epoxy
2adhesive. The alaniim alloy sheet surface me prepared by abrading with earboredus
3 paper and water then rinsed with acetone end dried. A uniform adhesive laver thicknes

wae achieved by the use of 0. 156= diameter nylon filenet spacers. The patch wee
bonded at room temperature under a pressure of 0. 1 Na for S days. Typical mechanical



properties of this adassive are a shear modulus (G) of 0.7 GFa and tensile Young's

modulus (1) of 2.4 Cpa (maufacturer's data).

2.2 Iftasuremut of displacement

2.2.1 Dial mana. tachnu

The repair patched panel was sprayed with silver paint And a grid drawn on both

faces in pencil as above In fig 1.* The panel was loaded via pins in a sombyhdramlic

test smom and a dial - g a munted an tde lwr grip using a negnetic clas and
extension outifg bars, The technique foud want satisfactory for obtaining a con-
sistent zero displacemnt baseline was to mere the dial page undr a load of 0. 3 hEl.
Measurements of displacement at increasing loand values were mado with 0.3 WE load
incrommuts.

is oder to determine the obspa of the panel and patch under load. point nasse.
seats of displacement were mae on the 10m squere grid at the maximi load value of
14.7 WE (60 Wa grse mtess). Measurements were mde o~e oe qoaat of each side
of the panel. Ie load us reduced to 0.3 US betwen each reading. the gauge seroei
and the lead reapplied. Three readings were averaged for each paint displacmnt value.
Tie reproducibility we generally better than 0.02 mn.

On comletion of seasuremat, the panel me subjected to further fatigue loading

in erder to grow the fatigue crack. The panel uas subjected to 189430 land cycles as
for the pie-crack dteribed In section, 2.1 man the test stopped at a crack lengt of
2a - 94.2 m GO=W - 0.62). Asymtrical crack growth us observed. bere LOS

a m 49.6 -m and MISa a 44. m.

Further diaplacemut masuramants wee carried ant at the amw value of crack
length as dsecrilel above.

2.2.2 giede, asird tecea

A eamperism of displatemt smasmuto obtained by the dial gauI (contact)
7W. methed and shedow maird (nen-esetact) mtbod 5 us carried out at the crack length value

of Ia - 94 m& Sie peool uas first sprayed with white gloss paint to provide a reflect-
ive murfeee. A glass diffraction grating of line spacing 0.123 m us placed on the
repair patched sIde of the panel resting an three Smsteel hells. Clips and rubber
bonds were used to secure the gratin, and die panel us inserted In a tensile test
anchine using tie sums attacheants. A white light source with a parallel bean was

positioned at W5 incidence angle to the penel. and a camoa stationed at gfo to the
pomel surface, as Illustrated is fig 2. The panel vas leaded to 14.7 hP ad a photo-
graph uas takes of the mird fringes resulting from the panel ad patch surface di.-
plaeaats. Ihe pbstegrerb usm analysed to plot values of diepiacaemt tran the fringe
pattern, "Mer -In this arrangement the fringe-te-fringe spacing represented a displace-
mst dif ference sf 0.123 m.



3 ISULT5

3.1 Displee at results

A plot of lateral displacemnt against load is abim. Lu Pig 3 at two positions an
the CllPatch for a Pawlcrack lengh f2a a73m z l he displacmnttoseen to be
a nonlinear function of load, and mon-uifem over the patch surace. A relatively smal
incremnt of tensile load resulted Lu a relatively large displacaeet incremnat at low
load values. The displac~et tended towards a ligitiag value at high loads.

A sindlar plot of lateral displacemnt against lea in shaun Is Pig 4 for two
values of pawal crack length obouing displacent at the cee of the patch. The di.-
placwme at vexim load was greater for the longr crack length of 2a - 9% - compared
to the crack length of 2. - 75 u. At load valus of lees thea 4.5 W. the trend wes
reversed to a smal extent, with greater diaplammota fom the shorter crack leegftad
this obeervasina will. be discussed mare £u11y later.

A comparison ef dicplaemmns .mawmmeta at the mentre of the patched and umpatched
aid"s of the panel to clean In 7igS. Ths creek lengh was 2a a 94~ ansd the differences
bet-e loding and umlcediug an displacemnt *ove negligible (mir A). A considerable
disparity VIE, humw., cleaved between mauhnta takes so the two sides of the panel.
At 110u land, the umpato side of the pael wa displaced by 1.3 us5 compared to
J .23 MI usemied en the patch Goee. -This impority will he diaccused later.

3.3.3 Ceatew ad Uamerts islot

A cames. plot @1 the mopstaoed side of the pawel with crask length U a 75m Lai
@ba In UiS . Ume plot - geseated by en imsewpolation algocitim called NDTUUW an
an IM 19M minitm compuser. using point "Implemo as'se nemosed ower aw quad-
want of dhe pael. go a1d visual appresiatim the museum have bean reflected Ln the
I and T me. The velative poetitioa of dhe CW patch en the opposite side of the panel
has bean Indicated ST the deelaed line P.

A anteu Plot La imeri plot for diapleams of the patch surface are shown
is Fig 7adI. 21a isometric plot of Fig 7b was eesrated fine data frem -o Iuadrat,
refflessed In te X fan T ann as elme, aed gives a view& appreciation ef the patch ow-
face s op 5,

rhe plots illumtra the sea of displaoemet eaused by the mrat ads offet in
that the pated "id of -As paeel La offet aewards the nutral axis. The so and
isoetric plocs Em the central rg'a of the patch auriac. wre saov In Pig Salk.

sramsed fro. "iiplaeanma ussrma an a 3m squae grid specie. The somplesisy
Of patch euresse deigeiisL evident.

3.2 Edw mid weaelts

4 pbseegraph of the weird finge pattern observed an the patched side of the loaded
pooel t w is n Pig. Uhe sreek length wa Is a 06 on, with UK1 a u40.8 m.

M 0 Isd "A, the Ilm mpme of creek length my be responsible for the srstr to
san iring psscr.



Displacement values measured from the moi rd interference fringe pattern are shown

in Fig 10 at three positions along the patch: x - - 35 mm; x a 0; a - + 35 ea. The

results are compared with displacement values measured using the dial gauge technique,

and the plots show good agreement.

3.3 Examination of fracture surface

Observation of the aluminium panel fracture surfaces revealed an asymetric fatigue

crack front, as shown in Fig II. This observation han been noted elseawere3"4 ' 6 and indi-
cates that the distribution of crack tip stresses across the crack front is modified by

the superimposed out-of-plane displacement. The crack front region nar the unpatched
face of the panel shoved a longer effective crack length, indicating a local increase in

crack tip stress intensity factor range.

4 DISCUSSIO

The results have shown that a patched, cracked sheet suffers a neutral axis offset
when the crack is loaded, confirming the observations of other workers 3 '4 . Quantitative

data has bee presented which indicates that for the panel, adhesive, patch, and loading

conditions considered, the maximm displacement measured was approximately I to 1.5 m.
The displacement effect is illustrated in Fig 12. As the axial load is increased, load

is transferred to the patch ad a displacement results as the loading line attempts to

establish a straight path through the asymetric structure. This effective straightening

of the load path produces the expected result of high deflection at low loads and a
limiting value of aisplacement as load is increased. Sace displacement was a nonlnear

fmction of load, ead varied over the surface of the patch.

A disparity was observed in one situation as shown in Fig S between the displace-

mets masued on the patched side of the panel and the umpatched side. The crack length

us 2 - 94 m, and the difference in displacement on opposite sides of the panel at the
centre of the crack we 0.3 sm. suggesting that the panel ws separating from the patch,
or that som void was being created. An ultrasonic C-scan image was taken of the unloaded
panel imsaiately after application of the patch for a crack length of 2a - 75 sm, and
this mas eoparel with a C-scan taken of the unloaded panel for a crack length of

2a = 94 a, as shown in Fig 13&&b.

At the longer crack length an extensive debod region was observed along the line of
the crack, strongly suggesting that the displacement disparity of 0.3 me was caused by the

debond regi n opening uder load. It is thought that the panel is pulling away from the
patch along the crack lime and if so, then this 'splaying' of the crack edges is akin to
the buckling observed in an unpatched centre-cracked sheet highly loaded in tension. Since

it is knom that high shear stresses exist in the adhesive Uetween the patch and panel
along the line of the crack4 , then the additional stresses in the adhesive due to the buck-
ling condition are thought to be contributory to the formation of an adhesive debond by
increasing interfacial stresses. A comparison of the load-displacement curves for two

erack length values as shown in Fig 4 indicates that the presence of a debond region also
affects the magnitude of patch displacement under load. The higher overall displacement at
high loads fo the longer crack would be expected as a result of both the reduced stiffness

of the slur m panel with a longer crack and the reduced constraint on panel displacement
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because of the increase in debond area. The 'crossover' offet at low loads my be

explained by the presence of the debond at the longer crack leugth; since the debond

occurs where adhesive shear stresses aid hence load transfer to the patch are greatest,

resioval of this region would be expected to result in reduced load transfer to the patch

at low loads, hencet little displacement. It is seen. therefore, that load transfer to

the patch is synonymous with displaceuent and vcioe versa . i no load transfer occurred,

no displacemnt would Do observed. Ac low axial loaa- in particular, the outofplane

displacesient is a sensitive function of load transfer to the patch - the More effective

the transfer of load, the greater the displacemnent.

By these argmns, fatigue loading a patched panel with no one-of-plane displace-

mout could result In the'suppression of adhesive deboud forwation, and this will be
investigated tn future work. These results strongly sugest, therefore, that out-of-plane

displacemnt is a contributory factor to the formation of an adhesive dabond.

A further effect of displcmnt is the aodfication of the crack tip stress inten-
silty factor range along the crack tip. The crack tip stress intensity factor range is higher

neor the mon-patceod side of the panel resulting in a higher local crack growth Tate.

This effect is caused by tie neutral axis offset, which has been analysed 6 and it has
been shown4 that the crea growthb rate io -increased se the uapatched side of the panel.

The Important practical Inference of this work is that out-of-plane displamt

may reduce the patch effectiveneas both by promoting the formation of a debond, the

presence of *%ich will reduce load transfer to the patch, end sieo by modifying the crack
tip stress intensity distribution along the crack front.

5 CUMCI3ICU3

Lading a fatigue crack In a thin astal *beet having a bonded woven CMI patch

resulted in an oat-of-plane displacment the magnitude of which was dependent on crack

length a"I SOVpled load. Displatmuc Of the unPatChd face of the panel was influenced
by adhesive debond between the patc& and panel, the presence of which resulted in an

increase In displacement.
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Table I

DISFLACENIMIT IUASORMIWTS 01 OUPATCKD SURFACE OF PANEL,
2 a 75 we UNDR A WAD 01 14.7 h

X-azis co-ordinate (m)

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

0 1.140* 0.989 0.976 0.968 0.924 0.954 0.931 0.970
10 1.054 0.686 0.685 0.900 0.904 0.928 0.951 0.930
20 0.926 0.811 0.861 0.842 0.868 0.692 0.920 0.920
30 0.830 0.722 0.753 0.795 0.8317 0.644 0.835 0.880

T-azle 40 0.726 0.614 0.651 0.700 0.758 0.759 0.781 0.830
co-ordinate 50 0.630 0.541 0.560 0.632 0.655 0.680 0.712 0.768
C-) 60 0.541 0.483 0.505 0.548 0.579 0.620 0.658 0.709

70 0.536 0.423 0.445 0.476 0.549 0.572 0.571 0.620
60 0.478 0.378 0.396 0.437 0.470 0.502 0.520 0.555
90 0.360 0.350 0.360 0.390 0.415 0.440 0.544 0.471

100 0.267 0.263 0.310 0.338 0.360 0.381 0.381 0.406

*lotiite

Dieplacemeuts are away frot the loading asia, i sontai surface

Table 2

DISPLACEWT IUSUREMIULS OF PATCR SUFACE. 2a - 75 = UNDER A WAD OF 14.7 kR

I--amis co-ordinate (am)

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

0 1.109 1.102 1.090 1.079 1.069 1.066 1.062 1.055 1.055
5 1.092 1.088 1.082 1.017 1.028 1.020 1.053 1.058 1.054
1 20 1.039 1.034 1.029 1.005 1.00 0.987 1.025 1.025 1.02T-rois

co-ordinate 0 1.109 1.090 1.069 1.062 1.055
(IN) 10 1.039 1.029 1.00 1.025 1.02

20 0.925 0.946 0.935 0.958 0.949
30 0.842 0.851 0.848 0.849 0.855
40 0.743 0.755 0.744 0.766 0.783

Displacemints are towards the loading axis, is concave surface
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Fig I
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Fig I Dimensions of aluminium alloy panel and CFRP patch



Fig 2
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Fig 2 Illustration of the shadow moire technique shown in
(a) plan view and (b) front view



Fig 3
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Fig 3 Effect of applied load on patch surface displacement at two positions
A,B on the patch surface with a panel crack length of 2a * 75 mm



Fig 4
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Fig 4 Effect of applied load on lateral displacement at the centre of the
patch (x 0 0, y 0 O) for two values of panel crack length



Fig 5
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Fig 5 Displacement measurements at the centre (x a 0, y a 0) of a panel
with a crack length of 2a - 94 m (loading and unloading)
A patch side and B unpatched side



Fig 6
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Fig SAMb
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V ms(a) contouir plot (b) iseetric plot



Fig 9

U,-4Fig 9 Frirges an patched side of pael 3/19 unidei tensile lead osevWo
by the shadow Nuird taciip. Crock length ba - 94-



Fig 10
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Fig 11

fit11 IcmiMfu electron icrograph of fatipse froctue surfece ona4u.Iiim punsi dowm at te smstric craft front Uep offttive Craft (A) at sitof final twiele fallurs 1od (6)



Fig 12
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Fig 12 Illusatretions of at-of-plane displacment showing
(a) offset due to modification of seutral axis and(b) effect of debond on pe) displacement-ILI



Fig 13

(a)

.20.

Ib)

C -
Fig 13 Ultrasonic C-scan umnges of the CFRP patch region for two values

of panel crack length (a) 2a- 75 m (b) 2a 94 m
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